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Abstract

There is a distinct value add in terms of lost revenue for patients that do not attend clinic appointments. The cost of patients not
attending clients is now directly contributing to the inefficient control of the health services with the associate cost per patient
now estimated at 100 euro on average with an average yearly lost of 400 million estimated. The ability to improve and reduce
the number of patients that attend outpatient appointments is seen as a vital component in the continuing efforts to introduce
efficiencies in this sector of healthcare. The system proposed here is an interactive, two-way messaging system that not only
alerts patients to upcoming outpatient appointments, but also facilitates a quick and seamless reply path as to whether they will
attend or not the clinic. This communications pathway is allows for effective patient management and control.

BACKGROUND

There is now a recognised paradigm shift in the delivery
requirements of healthcare at both a national and
international level. Due to the changing shape of world
populations, long term and chronic care patients will
dominate the healthcare sector in the near future [1, 2]. This is

based on increasing life expectancies and reduced birth rates.
Traditional health services are experiencing an increased
burden as they try to adjust to this dynamic change, with
80% of GP consultations, 60% of hospital bed days and two-
thirds of emergency admissions related to patients with
chronic and long term conditions [3]. Clinical and out-patient

appointment numbers are set to increase in line with this
shift in healthcare requirements. Missed appointments or
“Did Not Attends” (DNAs) represent a substantial cost for
both public and private healthcare service providers [4]. It

has been shown that the average cost per patient not
attending clinics is 100 euro[5]. Figures released in 2004

outline that almost 9 million appointments are missed each
year, with these numbers set to increase in line with
increased numbers of long-term care sufferers [6]. Patients

who do not attend for their hospital appointments prevent
other patients on the waiting list for receiving prompt
treatment. This poor control of patient flow in turn
contributes to increased waiting times, now estimated at
being over 13 weeks [7, 8].

In response to these problems, healthcare providers have
looked at introducing new outpatient booking systems as
well as targeting repeat offenders with letters via post [9].

The problem of DNAs reflects the fact that patients have a
key part to play in primary care [10]. However, the majority

of solutions in existence depend on a ‘partial booking'
system whereby patients receive a letter asking them to ring
in a date that best suits them. Such systems have a short term
benefit with a 12% decrease in DNA numbers being reported
[11 web-medical news]. However, there are inherent

problems with such a solution, the most obvious being the
delay in making and attending an appointment. This delay,
sometimes upto 6 months, can cause patients to miss their
appointment date as well as allowing them no flexibility in
re-scheduling.

METHODS

This paper focuses on the use of Valentia's Outpatients
Reminder and Paging System (ORPS). This two-way
messaging system enables Outpatients Departments in
hospitals and clinics to tackle the problem of DNAs. Using
ORPS, outpatient departments can send SMS appointments
reminders to patients at predefined intervals and times prior
to their scheduled appointment dates. ORPS also gives
patients an ability to cancel or reschedule their appointment
if they are unable to attend, thereby allowing managers to
notify alternative patients of available freed-up appointment
times. ORPS can play a similar role in GP practices, chronic
disease management clinics and day cases.

ORPS is driven by an enterprise level gateway service that
allows for two-way communications behind patient and
hospital server. Patient record files existing on Patient
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Administration Service (PAS) systems can be accessed
automatically from within the ORPS structure. Fig. 1
outlines the basic components of the system with ORPS
plugging in to existing services and communicating via
GPRS/ TCP IP with patients. Manual intervention is reduced
and a more streamlined automated booking system is
created.

Figure 1

Figure 1: ORPS Block Diagram

The basic components that comprise the ORPS system is as
follows.

Central to the functionality of ORPS is Valentia's messaging
platform which provides a link between the hospital records
system and the patient. There are several paths to and from
the gateway depending on the task. The ORPS service centre
sits on the gateway and links dynamically to the hospital
mainframe system.

Appointment information such as name of patient, data of
birth, date of appointment, relevant clinic etc. are and placed
in a messaging queue based on pre-defined thresholds. A
common choice was to have a 2-day timeframe. That is,
patients that were to be seen in 2-days time were prioritised
in the queuing system with SMS messaging used to contact
the patients. This message service can be accessed using
patient's mobile phone numbers as identified in the contact
details located in the PAS system. SMS is sent in the
standard way using existing GPRS networks so that there is
no overhead in terms of infrastructure. Readers are referred
to more detailed discussion of SMS messaging techniques
[12]. As the ORPS application sits on the gateway, two way

messaging is facilitated that allows individual users to reply
back using a ‘Yes-No' facility confirming, or not, their
attendance. This is a unique and real-time solution that
allows both users and out-patient clinics to respond to

availability in a dynamic and efficient manner. New
appointments can be made ‘on-the-fly' with the queuing
system directed as defined by templates. These templates
vary from deployment to deployment and newly available
time slots can be chosen from a FIFO (first-in first-out)
based system, for example, whereby most recent data in the
queuing system is offered to the SMS engine of ORPS. This
and other mechanisms allow hospital administrators to
choose the most suitable patient to fill a missing slot.
Patients that are unable to attend are re-scheduled within the
appointment database and contacted accordingly. The
deployment of ORPS in a hospital environment allows the
development of a holistic response to healthcare with patient
empowerment playing a central role. Using a web-based
portal, patients can access clinical appointment schedule and
integrate with their online calendar application.

In addition, information within the outpatient clinic can be
sent to waiting patients. This is possible using the nurse's
based portal that allows instant access to patients
acknowledged as attending the clinic, and allows for greater
transparency and control.

INTERNAL FUNCTIONALITY

ORPS administrator users can be of two types:

Admin User

Basic User

Admin users  have the full rights to the system (including
User and Role Management) whereas

Basic users  are provided with standard user rights for
standard system usage. Basic users can have different access
rights based on the role assigned to them. Only users
assigned to a certain role can view departments, clinics and
address books within that role.

The different functionality associated with each group is
shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Various functions within the ORPS system.

Users of the system, irrespective of their category, can avail
of three separate services:

Text Messaging

Address Book

Speciality Dept.

Templates

Figure 3

Figure 3: User SMS interface

Users can create pre-defined SMS messages that are
automatically routed to patients or can if require use the
interface as displayed in Fig.3. This information is user
specified and information on contact numbers are accessed
through the PAS system.

As different departments often exist within the one
healthcare organisation, it is important to organise messages
based on relevant clinic. Fig.4 outlines the structure within
ORPS that allows users within different groups to specify
different templates for messaging. In addition, patients that
access information via the web-portal have the option to
organise based on hospital clinics. The division of structure

within Fig.4 is based on clinics acting independently within
the one framework, thereby allowing for delegation of
control from central administrators to local ones.

Figure 4

Figure 4: Department and Clinic Hierarchy

Figure 5

Figure 5: Interactive GUI for group administration

In addition to defining group specific templates, it is
possible to easily define new groups, based on client
requirements, as outlined in Fig.5. In this way each clinic in
a hospital will be assigned a user group from which patients
relevant to that specific clinic can receive clinic specific
information. Control of user groups allows access and
control of appointment scheduling across hospital systems
should that not already be in place.

CONCLUSION

Reducing patient Does Not Attend (DNA) is at present a
logistical impossibility, with clinics unaware in advance as
to the numbers of patients attending at any one time. The
number of DNAs has a direct impact on both patient care
and is fast becoming an important area of research in terms
of increasing patient care as well as reducing administrative
costs.

In line with the shift towards long term care, it is important
to implement effective preventive health systems. Clinics
and outpatient systems are at present the most effective way
of doing this and as such it is now necessary to develop fully
integrated solutions that control and reduce clinic DNA
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numbers. This is important in order to reduce missed clinical
interventions [13]. Computer-based reminder systems have

been shown to increase clinicians' rates of compliance with
guidelines, especially in preventive health maintenance
interventions [14, 15]. However, what is missing in all cases

up until now is the ability of the patient to respond to patient
reminders in a dynamic and effective fashion. Using ORPS,
the interactive outpatient reminder system, a novel and cost
effective method of dealing with patient DNA has been
addressed. In addition, web based browser applications
aligned to ORPS allow patients to access clinic information
from their home. ORPS is a two way based communications
solution that is fully integrated with existing PAS systems. It
provides an easy to use solution that is portable across
healthcare clinics. The technological capabilities are
transparent at all times to both users and patients, with the
overall benefit of ORPS being a reduction of DNAs due to
notification close to appointment times. The additional
facility of offering confirmation via a text based routine
allows hospitals to reorganise resources in a cost effective
manner. The system is currently in place and has been
shown to date to deliver significant savings with DNAs
already significantly reduced. More substantive figures will
be available at a later date.
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